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When I'm so lonely
I start to think about you.
when I think about you, I start to wonder
If there was a time where we had met before
I would ask you out.
But it didn't happen, instead i threw you
away from my life.
without noticing, what was going on.
'I miss you, my love'
'I miss you, my love'

When I'm sad...
I start to cry.
When I cry, it is because I miss you, my love.
I can't let you go.
Because without you is hard to survive.
I need you by my side.
'I miss you, my love'.
Please, forgive me, my love and
come back to me.

Andres Gonzalez
'Please My Love, Forgive Me'

Some times when i feel lonely
I start to think about you.
When I feel lonely
I feel depressed
When I feel depressed
I feel pain
When I feel pain
I feel guilty
Because all of the problems that I caused you.
I have made you different.
I am very sorry my love.
for all the pain that I caused you.
'Please forgive me my love'.

When I see you sad it makes me cry
When I look at you, you wish that you never
met me before.
I think of a lot because I feel love for you.
Even though I broke up with you, I still love you.
'Please, my love, forgive me'.
Because with out you I can't live.
'Please, my love, forgive me'.
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Alone In Pain

you can't take control in your own
trap into darkness alone.
No one can hear you, but yourself
on your most fears
you containe yourself.
trapping your own feelings into your body.
bliding your own eyes for never sight
trying to find your path through darkness,
until you find that light
that leads your soul
and returne home

Andres Gonzalez
Beauty

So joyful and so happy
you are an ever lasting person
whose meaning are to kind
   you are a special person.
Like a blooming flower
out from its cover petal
   of sleeping beauty.
   Showing your awesome shape
that makes you attractive
as a magnetic force.
   Show your beauty
   upon us and make yourself
a newer and greater beauty.
You are so fragile that
we can't let you go
   out of our site. We care
about you, our small little
   'blooming flower'
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Behind My Mask

My smile outside
Don't even begin to hide
The real me...
the confusion and tears I've cried
The way I feel inside
lost.
cold.
hurt and confused
there's no other words to explain my growing pains
I hate this place
I'm done and ready to break
time to give up.
someone come and just take me away
But that kid gotta stay strong
needs to prove them wrong
I just can't stand being this way
look, all I ask for is someone to relate.
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Broken Heart

The broken heart
that was rip
into pieces
The one you left
alone. My love
for you was cut
in million pieces.
I took care of you,
I have watched
you grow, But
in the end you
trash me away.
Like if i was a
mobody to you
This feeling came
from my heart.
Underneat my soul
was all my love
which was given
to you. This pain
you left.....will
never be..replace,
! 'For the feelings
I felt for you'!
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Cries And Pains

cries and pains i feel every day
when i crie i feel pain
within my broken heart i feel no joy or love.
I feel nothing but cries and pains
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Darkness In Life

darkness is always around us, and in between us in our despertliy life.
life is not always in light.
dark memories awaits us within power of our own.
shadow can have its mystiries and secrects.
darkness in life

Andres Gonzalez
Death

Death?
Death is a cycle of life
were the living meets the dead
a gate towards reincarnation, an after-life
like a tree we wither away and grow back up
its a world were we see total darkness
as if we were in deep sleep.
their is nothing nor end to stop this cycle
everyone must die
to go live a newer life.
to fix their mistakes and regrets in another life
death is the greatest fear for the living life.
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Element Of Lightning

lightning a symbol of destruction and
deadly massive of power. lightning is
our source of energy that creates light and fire.
when it hits earth it causes a tremendous power of caous
it only strikes when there's negative or positive
power in air or ground.
lightning is our tird element of earth and universe
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Element Of Wind

Wind blows softly and gental.
It makes us free and feel heaven
wind is our source of life.
The way of life we live in.
wind is our first element of earth and universe.
wind cann't be seen it can only be feel
by your sence.
with out wind there is nothing or anything living.

Andres Gonzalez
Guardian

the light, those whose wings are kind
the purpose i was sent to live
my heart pounding so hard as the sound of
a hot river stream flowing through my body, the weird expression
the sight of being blind, the stress that once made mistake regain its consiousness
for who i give my crying tears for who i thank so much that life itself repaired. i only wished that i net you before, wishing to feel you hug you and being on your side. love its self never is the same with out you, my pure angel stay with me till my end
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Hidden Feelings

There are hidden feelings everywhere, and every day.
In the street...
In the world...
In the mind of a person where secrets lies there, waiting for someone to reveal it.

There are some secret feelings hidden in places, where people want to have their own privacy.
Hidden feelings are very secretful and emotional that only comes beneath your heart.
secrets and emotion are two different words,
But they both share something in common
These two words share the meaning 'feelings'
That it is why they called it hidden feelings
Because they are so secretful and emotional.

Andres Gonzalez
Hurt

When I got hurt by you
I felt pain
when I felt pain
my life was completely different
I turned into something bad.
I try not to cry about it
but it was too late. Because you
have hurt me so bad, and
because of you I am unhappy.
I hope one day you tell me sorry.
I will keep this pain. because of you
i hurtted myself and my heart.

Andres Gonzalez
Influence

Influence makes people change over time.
Influence is the problems for those who are innocent.
The influence is all to blame for those young souls who went through rough times.
Influence makes your life so sad and bad. Which takes your feelings and emotion away from your life.
Don't let those influences take you away.
Never give up succeeding your dreams.
Don't let the influences take you away and change you for eternal life.

Andres Gonzalez
Leaders

leaders are heroes
leaders are the ones who help
the ones in the news
the ones on the stage
the one with a flag holding in their hand
the one who says that will protect
the one who says freedom is yours.
protector of our life
protector of our future.

Andres Gonzalez
Letting Go

This was so hard to do
It was something I had to do
I know we will always be friends,
But my heart will be still with you.
I miss you.
I love you.
I had to let go of the burning desire
to be held in your arms
still, I don't want to let you go...
But I know that I'm too late...
you're already moving on...
I'm happy that you're happy, but
Reminiscing on the old days
makes me grieve, makes me suffer
I get sharp pains in my heart.
   Knowing I'm not your man and you're not my girl
Finally, I let go
yet you still have my heart.
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Life Is In Our World

life is in our world.
were we are, we have feelings
life is part of living.
we live in harmony, but our population grows
Because we have destiny to choose from.
destiny of life, destiny of living. That
our way.
life is in our world
for eternal life.

Andres Gonzalez
Light

sweet and pretty
you are my only hope.
which you make me happy.
..sweet as a fruit..
pretty and shining as the
autum moon shine your beautiful
body. Illuminate your awsome shape.
Bring the light upon the darkness...
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Lonely

I'm lonely within the dark,
that falls between two different parts.
lonely and lost with no hope but only
cries and pain

Andres Gonzalez
Loneliness Is Never Always Alone.

Sometimes when i feel lonly
i talk to the sun.
When you talk to the sun,
The wind blows through you softly and gental.
When you feel the wind, you feel nature.
When you feel nature, you feel you could talk to it.
And when you talk to it you feel your
heart beep fast and hard.
Because you belive in nature's source.
I makes your heart belive.
and when you belive you are creating your self
'one with nature'
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Love

love can be painful, but makes other to understand what they want. love is not always beautiful
love can be a symbol as a balance.
love is what you feel for others
love is a shield to protect you.
Love is our source of life in the way we live. To be or to know why are we here for.
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Love Inspirate Us

Love inspire.
love is our heart of life,
love is our feelings that we carry on.
The way we live, emotional thoughts and life.
Souls dances in the sky during happiness
That is why 'Love Inspirate us'
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Love Share

From me to you
i give these flowers to you.
symbolizing your kindness and beauty.
falling snow from above the sky.
My true feelings comes from
beneath my heart.

each time i wacth you grow like a flower.
From seed to flower
until it blooms from the erternal sleep.
when i had learned from you
every emotion went toward you
without no notice.
You where everthing to me, and you still are.
you are still the one and only one that
is within my heart.
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Love#2

Life is better with
Others to make you happy, like in
Valentines day in a
Eternity life

Andres Gonzalez
Music

excelen in pulse,
energetic world of the living
but happy at the moments
smile and joy off freedom.
the sound of the melodies fill
the heart of those with no hearts
filling in and in their mind,
changing there own way of
living and thinking in their lifes.
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My Heart

my heart beats as a drum and
makes a good rythme
my hearts beats and beats so hard because
of the true feelings i feel for you
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My House Is Not A Home

During the night when I feel so cold
I get this empty sensation when I’m alone
Because without you here beside me
My house is not a home.

Sometimes I can’t help but I think of you
Because you are always on my mind
Then memories come and fade away
And I get this regretful feeling inside.

Sometimes I can’t help it but cry for you
Whispering your name throughout the night
Missing your sweet tender kisses upon my lips
Wanting you here to hold me tight.

Sometimes I can’t help it but think of memories
Tearing up as I see the past
Thinking everything we had was forever

Remembering the fight we used to have
And the days when were apart
we were so much in love I thought
But then you ended up breaking my heart.

I tried so hard to move along
without regrets and with no more tears.
But you being so far way now
your love still lingers here.

During the nights when I feel so cold
I cry in the dark when I’m alone
Because without you here beside me
My house is not a home.
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My Lion

My lazy lion
He's full of strength, speed, and sensitivity
and Independent in his lifestyle.
My lion has a mane
A marvelous mane of golden brown
He might flee from rain, but almost always
catches his prey
My lion is brave of heart
And he's my lion
so that means he's also well behaved.

Andres Gonzalez
My Mom

There's a feeling I get when I look in her eyes and she doesn't know it. There's a lot I can tell you about her. Her eyes are moonlight ponds her hair is dark brown tree that grows strong and beautiful. She is sweet and smart and fun to be around. I love her much, but to say the least she is my mom.
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Native Indians

when thy sun rises
peaceful minds they are.
they ride their horses
enjoying life through
season. When they enjoy,
The wind blows soft
through their bodies.
Feeling freedom,
In their world.
Cherishing what they most
seek. when the night lights
are upon the sky,
Its beauty shin into dawn

Andres Gonzalez
Nature Is Around Us

Nature is around us
nature is our feelings and it is also our spirit.
Nature is the habitat we live in.
our home, our future.
with out nature we mighted no longer live.
that's why nature is around us.
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Ones Who Change

Things we do
things that change
can't really be the same.
those who change
forget their friends,
those who do
are the same
who change.
Feelings for
those may not
be the same.
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Pains In The Heart

hurtful feelings beneath our fragile hearts,
pains that occur during sadness
emotion in our thoughts
feeling the pains in sadness in our heart
hurtful pain that can't stop tears coming out our eyes
but never stop to flood away tears running out your eyes like endless waterfall.
pain hurting and hurting my heart both body and mind
illusion of unhappy moments anger of those that we hate
but the more we think the more pain we suffer.
wonder when pain will stop.
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Reason

give me a reason
why should i stay with you
haven't i done enough
for you. have you
ever thank me before
or even kept a promise...
no...have you forgotten
our memories, the ones
we once shared until
the time of dispare
at least tell me
have you thought about
it, before you left me
if there was something
else you needed.
Any reason that
came to your mind
or you just did it for
fun. how foolish of me
being with you was
just a waste....
but even so, if it
was a just a waste
at least i enjoy
my time, because i felt
in love with a beautiful
lady who loved
to hear my stories....
know that i look at you
you aren't that person
are you? ...
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Silent is peaceful
Silent is undefined
Silent can be problems
Because it hides secrets
It is an emotion that has no description.
Silent is nothing and doing nothing is doing something.
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Something To Love

Is there something to hold, care, cherish or even love something or someone? Is it really that important to love? Can it be something that can be kept forever in your heart, or could it be just a burden to your life? .....maybe I’m the one mistaken. Maybe I’m the one who feels this “love” stuff. Maybe when I think about you, I feel peaceful. When ever I see you smile or even look at you it makes me happy that you are happy and my heart pounds like drums in a parade. When I’m near you or very close to each other my heart raises and won’t stop beating fast...cause is because I like you or even love you. When I started to like you, I didn’t know if as a friend or something else. Love is something I can’t really understand very well but if there’s a day or year I would know I would stay the way I’m. if I told you I love you I would die in peace. But if there was a day were we could meet and love each other my heart would be happy and calm. It would be calm because knowing it is you my love....we would be tied lie an undone bond. My love and heart will always be for you and only you....thank you for being with me thank you. T_T
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Stuck In This World

I'm living in a world
with guns and violence
drugs and poverty
High school drops outs
Young girls with their stomachs popped out
I 've seen it all
people with lives no more
this isn't something s-mall
so I need to get focused
get my head in the game
Don't fall in the cracks
cause so far I'm the only person who has my back.

Andres Gonzalez
Sun

sun rises from below our site
shiny and beautiful
like the stars
leaving people into
blindness,
warm in our bodys but
leaving hotness in our skin,
hard to look at
but beautiful to see
in peaceful way when the sun passes
throght its grave.
sun set fall for us to see
the wonderful colors of its raise
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Sunste My Love

The sun breezy warm,
sun so hot you are, I would just hug you
and watch you till
night, The warmthness
I can't even look at you
Because you're so striking
your brightness makes me
smile, my eyes shining.
I could lie and watch you
till dawn comes back
My eyes will see you everyday in
the morning.
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The Streets Hurts

look at all the pains and cries
look at all the people shot and dead
No child can walk through the streets
As you walk your heart misses a beat,
All these gangs Let it go,
Where you'll end up you'll never know.
If you have trust you'll make it through
only if you learn to believe in you
you can't be blind to see
It's best if you let it be.
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The Trees Grow

leaves, trees, greens, beans, grow.
on the lean, green grass on earth.
they grow tall during the spring
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United As One

Loving & kindness.
sharing emotions upon
smiles and happiness.
people encountering loving and peace.
those who cyed out loud
their souls gathered together
an 'united as one'.
Humans and other living things
shared emotions of a feeling
that wasn't able to express
making a future and memory
as an opportunity for a momentu
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Wars

honor of those who went
to war to fight for those
who they want to protect.
liberty of freedom, heroes
of our times,
the one who in arm we took
the ones who made us change
the on the battle field that took to protect
kills and blood in the war
our brothers
and sister who fought in the war we
phrase you with glory and victory
perhap one day we will fight in war as well
they did for us.
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Waterfall

My tears are like a waterfall
    once I start I can't stop.
If only you knew,
    What tis kind of sadness does to you.
A friendship lost,
    or a tear in the heart.
when I cry,
    It won't stop...just like a...
        WATERFALL
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